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NAME:

BLOCK:

- CENTRAL HISTORICAL QUESTION(S)
TO WHAT EXTENT IS LOST NAMES A USEFUL SOURCE FOR UNDERSTANDING
THE JAPANESE OCCUPATION OF KOREA?
LESSON OBJECTIVE(s)
1.) CREATE an argument about the usefulness of ‘Lost Names’ in understanding the Japanese occupation of Korea

PART I: FOUR CORNERS
DIRECTIONS: Circle which response (strongly disagree, disagree, mixed, agree, strongly agree) best reflects your
response to this claim and explain your response in the space below.

CLAIM:

Richard Kim (below)

Richard Kim’s ‘Lost Names’
is a useful source in trying to
understand the Japanese
occupation of Korea.
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

MIXED

AGREE

STRONGLY
AGREE

1

‘Lost Names’ is
a useful source
in trying to
understand the
Japanese
occupation of
Korea. "

CLAIM:
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WHAT MAKES A SOURCE LESS “USEFUL!

WHAT MAKES A SOURCE “USEFUL”"
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STEP 1: BEFORE reading the content of the document:

SOURCING
WHAT IS SOURCING? Sourcing is an historical thinking skill that keeps readers of information aware of all
the pertinent facts about the source of information. To be mindful of source information is to treat all historical
information with a level of skepticism and evaluation. Below are primary questions to ask when “sourcing” an
historical document and faced with a central historical question.

P. L. A. T. O.
P

upose of document?

– i.e. Why was this document written? For a speech? Journal entry? Newspaper? Confession? Interrogation?
- How does the Purpose of the document impact my response to the central historical question at hand?

L

ocation of document?

- i.e. Where was this document created?
- How does the Location of the document impact my response to the central historical question at hand?

A

uthor/Audience of document?

i.e. Who wrote the document? Who was the author writing to?
- How does the Authorship/Audience of document impact my response to the central historical question at hand?

T

ime of document?

-i.e. When was this document created?
- How does t impact my response to the central historical question at hand?

O

verall reliability of document?

i.e. How reliable is this document overall? To what extent can this document be reliable based on the source info?
- Can the document stand alone, given the its issues of reliable? How does this impact my response to a central historical question?
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PART II: SOURCE ANALYSIS
DIRECTIONS: Working with the person sitting next to your, analyze Richard Kim’s Lost Names by answering the
following questions. Then, create an argument about the extent to which you think Lost Names is a useful source
in trying to understand the Japanese occupation of Korea.
1.) What wrote this document? What type of person are they? What are their potential biases?

2.) When did they write this document? Was it close to the period of time in question (Japanese occupation of
Korea) or far from it?

3.) Where did they write this document?

4.) Why was this document written?

5.) Who is the author’s intended audience?

6.) What type of document is this? (history book, textbook, fiction, nonfiction, etc)

`
Does how you responded to the questions above impact your response to the claim in any way? Why? Explain
below.

HOMEWORK
Your homework for tonight is to type up a well-written argument in response to the claim: ‘Lost Names’ is a useful
source in trying to understand the Japanese occupation of Korea. This can be completed by entering our
Googleclassroom and completing the assignment entitled, “Intro / Summer Reading Assignment HW #5”.
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